Abstract—Design review is an important initial phase of the software development life-cycle where stakeholders gain and discuss early insights into the design’s viability, discover potentially costly mistakes, and identify inconsistencies and inadequacies. For improved development velocity, it is important that design owners get their designs approved as quickly as possible.

In this paper, we discuss how engineering design reviews are typically conducted at Google, and propose a novel, structured, automated solution to improve design review velocity. Based on data collected on 141,652 approved documents authored by 41,030 users over four years, we show that our proposed solution decreases median time-to-approval by 25%, and provides further gains when used consistently. We also provide qualitative data to demonstrate our solution’s success, discuss factors that impact design review latency, propose strategies to tackle them, and share lessons learned from the usage of our solution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Design review is a critical and early stage in the software development process where stakeholders can provide design feedback, identify potential problems, and avoid costly mistakes in the subsequent steps of development [1]–[3].

Design reviews are widely adopted in the industry with more than 70% of the participants of a survey reported producing a requirements document or design [4]. Design reviews are also widely used across Google, where design documents are typically written in Google Docs [5] and stakeholders, including approvers, are added to the document by mentioning their emails in Google Docs comments or action items [6], shown in Fig.1. Distinguished using the comment’s descriptive text, some people are mentioned for visibility and awareness, as in Fig.1(a), while others are approvers whose approval is required before the proposed design is implemented, as in Fig.1(b).

When a person is mentioned in a comment, they get an email in their inbox. Then, they typically add comments on the document for details, clarifications, and changes from the author, and after some back and forth discussions, they finally indicate their agreement or approval with the document by resolving the action item assigned to themselves [6] using the check mark at the top right corner shown in Fig.1. Engineering design reviews are typically fluid, i.e. during discussions with approvers, authors may update their documents as needed even after certain approvers already approved the document, and there may still be unresolved comments on the document even after all approvals are obtained.

There are several shortcomings with this workflow from both the author and the approver perspectives.

First, relying only on the the emails sent to approvers is not ideal, as they have no distinguishing properties from the other emails, making it hard for approvers to keep track of design documents that need their attention, lengthening the design review unnecessarily.

Fig. 1: Stakeholder added to a design document in Google Docs. The person in (a) is added for awareness, while the person in (b) is an approver. Approvers approve documents by resolving the action item assigned to them using the check mark at the top right corner.
Fig. 2: Approver added to a design document in Google Docs using #approver in the descriptive text.

Second, since the author creates a separate comment per approver, she needs to check their respective comment manually when she wants to see the status of an approver.

Third, when a person is mentioned in a comment, they need to read and remember the comment’s text to understand if they are an approver, which puts a mental burden on approvers.

Finally, it is commonplace for an approver to approve a document, yet add more comments for the author that do not impact their approval. As a result, it is not obvious to either the author or the approvers when a document is fully approved and ready to move on to the implementation phase, which creates additional friction for the authors to confirm with approvers using other communication channels such as internal chat.

As a result of these shortcomings, in a recurring Google survey called the Engineering Satisfaction Survey [7] that helps with understanding the needs of Google engineers, design review has been highlighted over several years as a significant pain point by both authors and approvers of design documents, and as a major hindrance to software development velocity, as full approval is typically desired and required to move on to the implementation phase.

III. BETTER DESIGN REVIEWS WITH DAC

To bridge the design review shortcomings discussed in the previous section, we built a product named Design Approval Companion, DAC in short, with several components.

A. Approvers Table With DAC Google Docs Add-On

As developers typically use Google Docs to write design docs, we implemented an internal DAC Google Docs add-on [8] that allows design document authors to formalize their design reviews as a process with minimal additional effort.

An author installs the DAC add-on once, writes design documents as usual, and adds approvers using Google Docs comments as usual, with a small difference where she indicates the approver explicitly using the text #approver anywhere in the comment text, as in Fig.2. Approvers approve the document as usual, by resolving the assigned action item.

The DAC add-on periodically scans all comments in the document, identifies approvers using the #approver tag, generates an approvers table at the top of the document with status indicating text and colors, shown in Fig.3, and always keeps this table up to date automatically.

This table addresses several of the shortcomings discussed in the previous section: authors can see pending approvers, approvers can see if the author is waiting on them, all readers can see the latest approval state of the document.

Additionally, instead of a new tool, both the authors and the approvers still use the same medium they are used to, i.e. Google Docs, which contributes to the ease of understanding and adopting the process.

Finally, the DAC add-on is generalizable, both for users of Google Docs, and for similar products that allow user interactions with comments in the industry.

B. Reminders With DAC Chrome Notifications

All Google developers have a default installed Chrome extension [9], called Event Notifier, that notifies them of various events that need their attention, e.g. code reviews and bugs, and keeps these events as an easily accessible list.

We integrated DAC into Event Notifier to notify authors and approvers, shown in Fig.4, (a) when a person is requested to approve a document, (b) when an approver approves a document, (c) when all approvers approve a document.

These notifications address several of the shortcomings discussed in the previous section: they keep authors and approvers engaged, they provide a central location to track incoming and outgoing design reviews for an individual, and they prevent design reviews from being forgotten, contributing to improved development velocity.

Additionally, these notifications are easily generalizable as extensions, similar to Chrome extensions [9], are publicly supported by many browsers.

C. Documentation Embedded DAC Team Review Tracker

At Google, teams typically keep track of their design documents, review them in weekly meetings to understand their status [4], whom they are waiting on, and whether there are any blockers that need to be addressed. Keeping the list and status of design documents up to date usually requires manual effort from the team members.

For documentation, Google has an internal tool named g3doc [10, Chapter 10] [11] that is used by teams for a wide
Fig. 4: Chrome notifications sent to approvers and authors on important design review related events.

Table I: Statistics on the DAC components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Distinct Google Docs add-on installs</td>
<td>61,716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Distinct Event Notifier users that received a notification</td>
<td>99,942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Distinct teams using the g3doc widget</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II: Statistics on the DAC Google Docs Add-on usage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Distinct authors</td>
<td>41,030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Design documents</td>
<td>251,517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Design documents approved</td>
<td>141,652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Distinct author offices</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Distinct author countries</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Distinct author time zones</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Distinct approvers</td>
<td>74,796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Distinct approver offices</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Distinct approver countries</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Distinct approver time zones</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median # approvers per document</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average # approvers per document</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5: g3doc widget to automatically populate and display a list of design documents authored by a team’s members and their status alongside their team documentation.

We built a DAC g3doc widget to automatically populate and display a list of all design documents authored by a team’s members with their status, shown in Fig. 5, so teams can avoid manual work during team reviews.

IV. EVALUATION & LESSONS LEARNED

In this section, we provide statistics on the usage of the different components of DAC at the time of writing of this paper (2023 June), the improvements it provided on design review velocity over the four years it has been used across Google, and lessons learned based on data and surveys.

A. Usability & Adoption

Table I summarizes the usage of the DAC components. 61,716 distinct users installed the DAC Google Docs add-on, 99,942 distinct users received at least one Event Notifier notification from DAC, and 115 distinct teams have been using the DAC g3doc widget to track their design reviews.

Table II summarizes the DAC add-on usage stats: 41,030 distinct authors used the DAC add-on on 251,517 design documents, and 141,652 of those documents are fully approved by all approvers. The authors are from 279 distinct Google offices across 20 different time zones in 48 countries. There are 74,796 distinct approvers added to at least one design document, and approvers are from 294 distinct Google offices across 20 distinct time zones in 52 countries. There are a median of 2 and an average of 2.6 approvers per document.

DAC has several important usability features to prevent friction for authors and approvers: (a) DAC does not require extra actions from the author or the approvers other than using the #approver tag in Google Docs comments, (b) only the document author needs to install the DAC Google Docs add-on, there are no additional actions for approvers, and they typically do not even know that the approvals are handled by an add-on, (c) DAC is integrated into the users’ critical workflows, and does not necessitate learning any new external tools or processes, (d) everything in the design review process except the required human interactions is fully automated.

Although we did not advertise DAC and there was no mandate for teams to use it, it has seen rapid adoption through word-of-mouth. Based on adoption rate and user surveys discussed in the following sections, engineers prefer a structured and automated design review process when available.

Lesson: Authors and approvers prefer and adopt a structured, automated design review process when available.

B. Baseline Case Study

Design reviews typically consist of several intertwined stages: authoring the design document, adding approvers, updating the document based on approver feedback and finally obtaining all approvals. The main purpose of DAC is to improve the design review velocity for engineers. To understand whether it helps serve this goal, we define time-to-approval as the metric of interest.

Time-to-approval (TTA): The total duration between the time the document was created and the time all approvers approved the document.

To serve as a baseline before creating DAC, summarized in Table III, we interviewed 44 distinct authors from 16 teams, and with their help, manually analyzed 108 design documents they authored that were fully approved without using DAC.
TABLE III: Statistics on the baseline case study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Google teams surveyed</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Distinct design document authors from these teams</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Approved design documents from these authors</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median TTA in hours for these design documents</td>
<td>963</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV: Statistics on the documents that use DAC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Approved design documents that use DAC</td>
<td>141,652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median # documents by author that use DAC</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average # documents by author that use DAC</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median TTA in hours</td>
<td>722</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We asked our interview participants to manually identify all comments in each document that constitute approvals of different approvers. We then calculated the duration between the timestamps of creation and the last approval comment of each document to find its TTA. Based on our analysis, the median TTA for these documents is 963 hours.

C. Using DAC Improves TTA

After the baseline case study, we implemented DAC and its components discussed in the previous section and collected stats on documents that used it over four years at Google.

Summarized in Table IV, 141,652 approved design documents used DAC, the median number of documents written by a distinct author is 2, the average number of documents written by a distinct author is 3.47, and the median TTA over the entire document population is 722 hours.

Compared to the baseline case study, the documents that use DAC have a 25% better TTA.

**Lesson:** Using an automated design review process that is well integrated into developer workflows meaningfully improves design review velocity.

D. Consistently Using DAC Improves TTA Further

We hypothesized that as users use DAC over time, their design reviews are likely to go faster due to a few reasons: (a) DAC clearly shows the status of both authors and approvers, (b) as users keep using DAC, the community likely understands the process better over time and they get more efficient, (c) DAC’s workflow integrations lower friction and remind all stakeholders about their responsibilities continuously.

To assess our hypothesis, we analyzed the DAC document population by bucketing the documents authored by users chronologically, i.e. we bucket the 1st document authored by each user, the 2nd document authored by each user, the Nth document authored by each user. Using these buckets, we observed TTA on subsequent documents written by the same author, shown in Fig.6, where each bucket contains at least 1,000 documents for significance.

First, compared to the TTA value of 963 hours for the baseline document population listed in Table III, users of DAC have a fairly close TTA of 977 hours on the 1st document they use DAC. This is most likely because both authors and approvers are not yet familiar with DAC on their initial use.

TTA values on subsequent documents authored by the same user show significant improvements. Given that the average number of documents authored by a user is 3.47 listed in Table IV, the TTA value for \( N = 4 \) in Fig.6 is 684 hours. Compared to \( N = 1 \), this gives developers an average 29% improvement on getting design documents approved. As users continue using DAC, their TTA continues to improve further, supporting our hypothesis.

**Lesson:** As authors and approvers get used to the automation and integrations provided by a design review process, their TTA consistently improves over time.

E. DAC Provides Further Qualitative Benefits

In this section, we report the results of a survey we conducted with 7 senior managers whose organizations use DAC heavily, i.e. with at least 150 distinct document authors per organization, and a document per author ratio of at least 10. We asked open-ended questions to managers on why their organization uses DAC heavily, and what perceived benefits it provides, with some excerpts below.

We absolutely love the automation and workflow integrations of [DAC], it streamlined our org’s design reviews.

I wrote a document for [...], and had it formally approved by several folks. It was great to have that formal approval on the document visible to everyone using [DAC].

Our work [...] inherently involves many teams and stakeholders, often in different locations and time zones. Lack of clarity around who is an approver and who has approved a document not only slows us down, but creates [...] frictions that can [...] cause conflicts and are hard to fix later. [DAC] [...] ensures that we move together as a cohesive, inclusive and psychologically-safe team.

In our org, [...] there are many projects that require long time commitments. We specifically use [DAC] to make sure those commitments are formally documented, approved and honored.
Based on these responses, DAC provides additional benefits for geographically distributed teams, for situations where commitments need to be documented and visible, and for cohesion that fosters psychological safety within teams.

**Lesson:** Automated design review processes benefit users by improving the review order, stakeholder agreement, stakeholder commitment and teams’ psychological safety.

**F. More Approvers Mean Longer TTA**

Based on the baseline case study discussions and DAC surveys, engineers consistently stated that when there are more approvers, there is more discussion on the document, and more likelihood for some approvers to be in a different time zone or office, contributing to delays. In Fig. 7, we plot TTA by the number of approvers on a document in the DAC population, and observe supporting evidence for this phenomenon.

Furthermore, engineers stated that they tend to prevent such delays by adding approvers slowly in waves instead of all at once, supported by the excerpts below.

*We have a design review pipeline that [...] needs to strictly follow the order: Zurich, San Francisco, Sunnyvale, Zurich, and finally New York. [...] We use [DAC] to enforce this by adding approvers in that order.*

*Adding all approvers at once is overwhelming. [DAC] helps us control this by slowly widening the list in waves.*

Our finding is that: More approvers positively correlate with longer TTA. One way authors try to avoid delays is by adding approvers to a design review in waves, starting from closer team members and progressively widening the list.

**V. THREATS TO VALIDITY**

First, we built DAC for design documents, but we have no control over which documents users use it on.

Second, there are no guidelines on how to choose approvers and how many to have, it is completely decided by users.

Third, our baseline case study relies on manual human investigation where users may have made mistakes.

Fourth, we did not perform a controlled experiment between the users of our baseline study and the users of DAC, so our comparison may not be generalizable.

Finally, we do not control the life-cycle of projects, some projects may have been paused and picked up again at a later date, which might have introduced noise in TTA.

**VI. RELATED WORK**

Design reviews provide benefits on early defect prediction and better software maintenance [12]–[15]. In line with the benefits of design reviews, exceptional engineers have been reported to spend more time in educating team members [16], in review meetings and consultations [17].

Structured walk-throughs [1] and inspections [2] are suggested as beneficial review mechanisms on different software artifacts. Software architecture review techniques have also been proposed to prevent defects early, including scenario based architecture analysis [18], architecture trade-off analysis method [19], active reviews for intermediate design [3], architecture level modifiability analysis [20], [21], and scenario based architecture re-engineering [22]. Recently, virtual reality has been suggested as a novel mode of interaction to support design reviews [23].

Design documents authored at Google typically cover various aspects of systems, including system views and scenarios [24], and architecture [25].

There are enterprise products for formal document approvals [26]–[28] where authors check-in their documents and ask reviewers for approval. Compared to the approach in this work, these products have two major shortcomings. First, they require users to use a separate product for approvals. Second, they typically require that no changes are made to the document during the approval stage, hence are not suitable for fluid engineering reviews that require documents to be unlocked for continuous edits during the approval stage.

**VII. CONCLUSION**

In this paper, we discuss design reviews, how they are conducted at Google, their shortcomings, propose an automated technique that meaningfully improves design reviews, and discuss lessons learned from its usage across Google over four years.

Based on our findings, developers prefer using an automated design review process, using such a process meaningfully improves design review velocity, consistently using this automation improves design review velocity further, while also helping individuals and teams to manage stakeholder agreements and commitments, and improving their psychological safety.
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